Mutations in the Caenorhabditis elegans gene vab-3 reveal distinct roles in fate specification and unequal cytokinesis in an asymmetric cell division.
Asymmetric cell divisions in which a precursor cell distributes fate potential unequally between the two daughter cells represent one of the major mechanisms for fate specification during development. Such mechanisms suggest at least two distinct cellular activities: factors that act to establish asymmetry in the precursor cell and factors that are distributed or activated unequally and function to make the daughter cells different from each other. In Caenorhabditis elegans, cytokinesis of the first division of the male-specific postembryonic blast cell B is unequal, and the two daughters adopt different fates. Others have observed that the genes lin-17 and lin-44 are required, respectively, to establish and to orient this asymmetric division. Mutations in lin-17 and lin-44 coordinately disrupt cytokinesis and fate specification. We describe the function of the gene vab-3 in the B cell lineage. Mutations in vab-3 disrupt the fate of the anterior daughter of B, B.a. However, unlike lin-17 and lin-44, mutations in vab-3 can disrupt fate without the corresponding disruption of unequal cytokinesis. Analysis of lin-17;vab-3 double mutants suggests that vab-3 acts after lin-17 for B.a. fate specification. Double mutant analysis has also identified additional functions of lin-17 in the B lineage subsequent to this first division.